
Using the book ‘Saving Walter’ as a 
tool to inspire our children to 

conserve water. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon.  I am Paula Pearce the author and illustrator of Saving Walter.  First of all I would like to thank Project WET for giving me the honor to debut my book at this conference. I am thrilled to be here and delighted to have you join me. I’d love to know who is here today, so please raise your hand if you are an educator?……. From the water industry,?..... A parent?..... grandparent…..? Any book publishers?   This book is a supplemental resource for water science for grade level 3 & 4. This slide show is designed to give you an over view of both the basic concepts and story line to a powerful message told from the water drops’ perspective. Anyone can use this book in the classroom as a tool to inspire children to appreciate and to conserve water.  Everyday water issues are front page news.  Since water is central to all life and usable water is becoming less available, water conservation is critical at all levels.Saving Walter  can help you get this urgent message across to our youth.CLICK



My Inspiration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back in May of 2008, Northern California was suffering from a major drought. Hundreds of wildfires were out of control and our local wells were coming up dry.  	After attending a city council meeting about these serious conditions, I went home and went to bed! That night I had a dream of this story and the characters. I have been working on this book ever since. This is my third edition over the past five years and I have spent the past two years field-testing it in local schools.Being a retired educator and a watercolor art journalist, I had the time, the passion and the skills to dedicate myself to the research and development of this book.My hope for Saving Walter is for it to be as well known as Smokey the Bear for fire prevention from the 1930’s.Now is the time for our youth to learn how to appreciate and to conserve water in their everyday lives for now and the future! This is the goal of Saving Walter.Just a fun side note, I thought you would enjoy knowing all the water drop characters are modeled after my own relatives! Walter, after my grandson Ethan; Walter’s mom, after myself; Walter’s dad, after my own father; Walter’s Uncle Salty, after my brother Bobby, a renowned deep sea photographer, and Walter’s great granddrop Pops, after my husband Jeff.Children learn from their family members just like Walter does. This is the basis for the special bond kids feel for Walter and his story.	Now let’s get started, shall we?CLICK 



The Beginning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It begins with a new raindrop, Walter. He represents freshwater and he first learns HOW ESSENTIAL WATER IS TO ALL LIFE ON EARTH.CLICK



Awareness 
There is no new water on Earth 

 Only 3 percent of water is freshwater 
 

Two-thirds of that are frozen in glacier, so not available to us 
 

Every living thing on Earth needs water to live 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLICK: Walter’s mom explains: (voice change to high pitch) “It is no wonder children think our water supply is endless. Every time they turn on a tap, the water just pours out!  The shocking fact is all the water on Earth today is the same water as when the Earth first cooled millions of years ago! Many adults don’t even realize this historic fact. CLICK:  Walter learns he is liquid fresh water in a very limited supply!CLICK:  Lucky to be liquid and not frozen in a glacier somewhere!	Walters’ dad explains, (voice change to lower pitch) “We water drops are extremely important….. CLICK:    (Last fly in speaks for itself, no script needed) CLICK



Worried Walter 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Walter gets very worried!  Like all children do, he over hears his parents talking about water shortage and he heard them say, "There just isn't enough." This is what triggers Walter's mentoring by his water drop relatives. CLICK



Appreciating Water 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important for people, especially young people to learn to think about how they waste water.Walter’s Dad is furious when he tells Walter, (voice change to a lower pitch) “Some people think our water supply is unlimited!  They use as much as they want and they waste a lot too!  They take us water drops for granted!”  After reading Saving Walter, children start to value water and are less likely to take water for granted.It all starts with their understanding the water cycle, where water recycles itself constantly. CLICK 



  Evaporation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is Walter’s very first time to experience his magical transition from liquid water to CLICKevaporation.Walter and his dad wait patiently for the heat to make this happen.  While they are waiting, Walter is very nervous and asks, “Will it hurt?”(voice change to lower pitch) “No not at all, Walter.  It’s really fun floating all the way up to the clouds!Are you ready Walter, here we go!”   (high pitch voice change)  “Wheeeeeee”!CLICK 



Stand Up ! 

Good Job ! 

The Water Cycle 

Go Seek 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then Walter and his Dad go on a magical journey through the water cycle as they experience transforming into vapor, condensing into  raindrops, snowflakes, and melting into runoff, soaking into the ground, OR returning to ponds, lakes, rivers and the ocean, where evaporation begins all over again. �It’s quite a ride! This is the Eighth Slide Stretch ! !CLICK Stand up! Notice the effort it takes to rise up from your chair. It’s truly magical and amazing how water actually defies gravity as it rises as vapor through evaporation.  CLICKGO SEEK A SMALL PIECE OF PAPER OVER THERE ON THE TABLE AND WRITE YOU NAME ON IT, FOLD IT UP AND PUT IT IN THE SAVING WALTER BUCKET!  WE ARE GOING TO HAVE A DRAWING LATER.WAIT FOR THEM TO DO THIS! CLICKGOOD JOB!Walter also has a special gift for you to celebrate his first magical journey but you’ll have to wait until after the drawing at the very end of this session!(This is a packet of all seven water cycle elements plus a “Saving Walter” logo).  You could use these in a short, fun class activity about the water cycle! CLICK



   

  Groundwater Recycles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When water soaks into the ground and enters the aquifer, Walter is greatly relieved to find that through evaporation even ground water continues to recycle. CLICK



What about Ocean Water? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the problem of finite water becomes understood through the story, Walter wants to find other sources, like sea water.Uncle Salty explains, (voice change to a lower pitch) “Ocean water is too salty therefore not usable.” Notice the colorful graphic showing all that ocean water compared to that tiny bit (only 3%) of freshwater.Children get a real kick out of Uncle Salty with the anchor on his head but his message remains serious: (voice change to lower pitch) "We may occupy the blue planet but having enough usable water is a real challenge!“ CLICK 



Increased Demand 
Wells are going dry in some regions 

We need to understand ground water and wells 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Children can understand the more people there are, the less water there is to go around. CLICK We are draining  the aquifers faster than the natural recharge rate. CLICK  Most children don’t understand ground water and wells. Why should they?CLICK 



Water Beneath Our Feet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even if children don’t have a well, they need to know that most of our water comes from wells. Water scarcity is inevitable and as our youth become adults, they will witness the competitive “tug of war” for that water by diverse interests.These conditions require water conservation practices to create a balance of water use.Teaching our youth NOW to conserve water now is important for their future.  CLICK 



Conservation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Walter asks a critical question, (voice change to higher pitch)  “Gee Dad, what can people do about not having enough usable water?”(voice change to lower pitch)“They must learn to conserve water by using only what they need!”(voice change to higher pitch)“But how?” asked Walter.This is where Walter and his dad evaporate up to the clouds to meet Walter’s Great Granddrop, Pops.  He will know how people can conserve our precious water supply. CLICK



Critical Thinking About a 
Finite Resource 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of us have been around long enough that we remember when gasoline was relatively cheap and abundant, when electrical energy seemed limitless, when no one thought to recycle. An electric vehicle was science fiction and computers were big and bulky. Times have certainly changed. Society has begun to embrace energy efficiency and alternate, renewable sources of power. The idea of recycling is commonplace. The time has come for a similar respect for water and how it is used and saved. One part of the process is to have the next generation become familiar with ways that water is currently wasted, both inside and outside their homes. This second half of the story is written to address these issues. The character Drip comes on the scene and is going to have a meeting with some unhappy water drops and Pops and Walter are invited to come along.CLICK



  Unhappy Water Drops 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drip introduces Walter to the whole group! Each drop has a story of how it was carelessly wasted. When I field-tested this book in the classroom, the children really related to these wasted water drops and rejoiced at the simple and practical solutions to be conserved rather than to be wasted!  CLICK�	



  Flo and Gush 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You won’t have to explain these two. Children see water wasted in the bathroom every day. Because it is so familiar, they are delighted to learn how easily THEY can fix it.By doing so, they are empowered to make a change for the better!  This feels GOOD!CLICK



  A Solution : A Bucket 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another solution comes through Buckey and his bucket. The bucket can be used to collect that COLD water from sink, tub or shower that usually goes down the drain while waiting for the HOT water.Students really like the bucket idea! It’s such a simple and practical solution and is so different from what usually happens at home.Here is an interesting paradox about “the bucket”!In the late 1800’s my great grandparents hauled water IN from their well with a bucket.  They owned a peach farm in Washington State.Now we haul water OUT in a bucket to recycle it!CLICK



  Colly and the Sink Bucket 
Pops explains to Walter 

 how a bucket and colander in the sink  
saves water too! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Buckey and his bucket are Colly’s heroes. Pops explains to Walter, (voice change to a lower pitch) “People should always keep a small bucket near their kitchen sink to catch and save all that clean water that usually goes down the drain.”CLICK



 Conserving Water Outdoors 
Sprinklers waste water when misdirected, and that water 
evaporates when it hits hot pavement instead of plants. 

More water is wasted by hosing off decks and sidewalks. 

Watering the garden when it is hot wastes water too. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLICK Splat’s advice: To avoid unwanted evaporation, make sure to keep sprinklers pointed toward the lawn and plants, not the sidewalk, and keep them in good repair. �CLICK  Pop’s advice: sweep off surfaces, don’t hose them. CLICK  Water lawns and gardens when it is cool and watch to make sure you stop watering before water runs off.Here’s a little side note on making early impressions:“Teach children when they are young and they will remember it their whole lives!”(This is not about water but is a perfect example.)My husband was recently telling me when he was in the second grade, their school had a dental hygienist that came around to their class and told them to save their apple in their lunch and eat it last.  It helps clean your teeth after eating.  My husband has remembered this his whole life! CLICK



Being a Water-Wise Gardener 
Water runs off and gets muddy 
when you use a hose to water. 

It’s better to use drip irrigation so plants get watered gradually. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Muddy is garden runoff!  His advice to Walter is:(voice change to a deeper pitch)“Smart, water-wise gardeners use drip systems to water their gardens.Pops advice:  (voice change to lower pitch)  “And be sure to choose plants that require less water.” Most students this age are not in charge of irrigation, but they can share with the adults in their lives how to be a water-wise gardener.CLICK 



  Car Washing 
To wash your car at home, use the Bucket with some of your saved water. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commercial car washes use the water they recycle so they use less water.CLICKBuckey delights in showing Walter another use for his bucket water!These are more methods for saving water at home.CLICK



Urgent Global Problem 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conserving water is an urgent global problem that requires each person to make every drop count, for today, and for the future.We have learned how our water drops have been wasted, both indoors and out.  We have also learned their practical and simple solutions. If life on Earth is to be sustainable, we all need to learn how to conserve our limited,  precious, essential natural resource: water. (HOLD UP THE BOOK)This book, Saving Walter  is a unique educational resource that empowers children because the water drop characters (especially Walter) have inspired them in a very special and unforgettable way!We all know that kids have a way of being advocates for a good cause and will go out of their way to remind adults to save water in their everyday lives!CLICK



  Walter’s Mission 
To help people conserve 

water everywhere! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the conclusion of the story, Walter emerges as a natural hero, as he vows to make it his mission to help people everywhere to understand, appreciate and to conserve our precious water supply.(Get the Saving Walter logo ready to show next) As I was field-testing the book, I went to a 3rd grade class in Santa Rosa, California. Because I know that having a token to take home appeals to kids, I made up a laminated Saving Walter logo for each student. (Show the logo now)The teacher took advantage of that to extend the lesson by having each child write me an illustrated thank you letter for the logo. In their letters and artwork they depicted their favorite parts of the book and their favoriteWater drop characters. They drew the drops. These letters were such a special gift to me I got excited about the mission all over again.(Show the kids letters slowly page by page)Mind you, as I was a guest author for that one hour, I took the book home with me.  So they wrote these letters and made all these drawings from memory!  I am still so impressed!These letters and artwork prove to me that this story makes a lasting impression on youngsters.(Point to page 36 on the screen)The last page of the book has this logo with instructions so that readers can make one for themselves.  And Walter’s gift for you includes a laminated logo just like the one I gave out to the students that day.CLICK



Opportunities for Learning 
Using Saving Walter in the classroom 

Our website has lots of lesson plans to bring home the water-saving message 
of Saving Walter.  http://www.savingwalter.com 

 

Saving Walter is a supplemental resource book,  
perfect for reading in the classroom. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“I bet you can’t wait to learn where you can buy THIS book, right?  Well, it isn’t in stores yet!”CLICK   (Walter’s website comes up next) I have self-published Saving Walter through an online company called Blurb.com. They have a print-on-demand purchasing service, easily accessed on our website. They have both hard and soft cover versions of Saving Walter. It is easy to order books from them online and they will be delivered right to your door.In addition to purchasing the book on the website, there is an Activity tab that offers two games as a follow-up activity to the reading of Saving Walter.(Show these two games; Drip (like Bingo) and the Crossword Puzzle)On the back of your laminated logo, there is Walter’ The whole purpose of Saving Walter is to heighten the awareness of people of all ages everywhere to  respect, understand and conserve water in their everyday lives.Water seems to be one of the least appreciated and most taken-for-granted natural resources in our American society.  This book will help your students understand how easy it is for them to conserve water in their home.  By encouraging them to get excited about saving water, you will be starting a process that will yield amazing results in the future.CLICK



An Ongoing Mission for Me 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My long term goal for Saving Walter is to have the text converted into several languages to make it a global resource for appreciation and conservation of water around the world.(Q & A)   Are there any questions you would like to address?	(Give them time to think)	Cost of the books:  Hard cover: $38.99  Soft cover: $26.99 plus tax and shippingAny other questions?  Now we will have our drawing!  A volunteer picks a name from the bucket.  That winner wins the Saving Walter bucket for their prize!Distribute Walter’s gift to the audience members (the seven water cycle graphics from the book plus the laminated Walter logo.I hope you visit Walter’s website and I would love to hear from you on my contact page.  Feel free to come up and take a closer look at the real books!Thanks for being a great audience!  (End of slide show)
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